Systematic analysis of a simple adaptor protein PDZK1: ligand identification, interaction and functional prediction of complex.
PDZK1 is a simple adaptor protein with four protein interaction PDZ domains, but without any other known functional domains. Here, we used yeast two-hybrid screening of a random peptide library and high-throughput validation screening of a specialized PDZ ligand candidate library to systematically and comprehensively identify PDZK1 ligands. The potential functional associations of the ligands were predicted by functional annotations from a MILANO literature search and subcellular localizations. The ligands were considered more likely to be functionally associated if they had similar patterns of functions or closely related functions. For some functionally associated ligand pairs, interaction with one ligand was found to be influenced by another ligand in a yeast three-hybrid system. Many G-protein signaling pathway-related proteins were found to interact with PDZK1, and they were likely to be functionally associated with transporters based on their closely related functions. This strategy can be extended to the study of other adaptor proteins that contain peptide-binding domains.